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  agricultural - Neolithic  
◦  domesticated animals 
◦  planting and harvesting 

  industrial 
◦  machine replaces 

muscle power 
  information 
◦  computer replaces brain power 
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  they are about production 
  human activities are more than that 
  communication enables collaboration 
◦  makes a family, 
◦  a company, 
◦  a society 

  communication revolutions:  
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end of the  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1st communication revolution 
-  
paper for all 

2nd communication revolution: 
electronic communication for all 

0 

paper for some 

electronic for some 
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  writing - possibility to store information externally  
  paper and print - make the above universally accessible 
  electronic media - store and move information without a 

material media 
  digitalization - make the above universally available 

3100BC 1500AD 1900AD 2000AD 
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3100BC 
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Source: Dan Collins 
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Source: Dan Collins 
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500AD 1500AD 

D=33m H=55m D=27m H=50m 
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  gunpowder, cannons, ice cream, spagetti 
◦  China before <1300 
◦  Ottoman empire (15th,16th century) 
◦  siege of Vienna 

  information technology (printing) 
◦  China <1300 
◦  Europe (15th century) 
◦  Islamic world (18th century) 

  related ideas 
◦  scaled drawing … Bruneleschi (1420) 
◦  scaled geometrical model 
◦  perspective … Alberti (1435) 
◦  scaled mechanical model … Galilei (1500+) 

  pBusiness … p-paper&print 
  eBusiness … e-electronic 
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  Devised a method 
of perspective for 
architectural 
purposes 

  he is said by 
Manetti to have 
made a ground plan 
for the Church of 
Santo Spirito in 
Florence on the 
basis of which he 
produced a 
perspective drawing 
to show his clients 
how it would look 
after it was built.  

Source: Dan Collins 
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  science and technology 
◦  Arab algebra and trigonometry not linked to 

technology, western linked to technology 
  scientific method 
◦  (drawn) models, symbols, conceptualisation, 

abstraction 
  organisation of labour, management 
◦  culminates with Taylor, 20th century 
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3100BC 1500AD 1900AD 

When we mean to build, 
We first survey the plot, 
then draw the model, 
And when we see the figure of the house, 
Then must we rate the cost of the erection 

… 

William Shakespeare, King Henry IV, cca. 1590 
found by Jeff Wix 
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  masters replaced by 
teams of specialists 

  fragmentation requires 
collaboration 

  enabled by technology 
◦  technical documentation, 

mostly drawings 
◦  modern IT 
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  wired: 
◦  telegraph, telephone, fax 

  wireless 
◦  radio, TV 

  limited support/impact for the 
construction information 
formats 
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  same as before but available for all 

  radio vs. internet radio 
  TV vs. video conferencing 
  CBS/packet radio vs. mobile phones 
  bank networks vs. Internet 
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  Master builder era 
  Local “material” teamwork 
  Global “digital” teamwork  
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  art and craft, master 
builders 

  little specialisation 
  no documentation 
  Information 

technology: 
◦  speech, sand sketches 

  organisation and 
management: 
◦  ad hoc 
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  teams of specialists 
  nearby 
◦  physical media for design 

documentation 
◦  person-person meetings 
◦  site inspections 
◦  consulting 
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  teams of specialists - remote 
◦  digitized design information 
◦  meetings in cyberspace 
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master builders 

1500AD 
paper and print 

2000AD 
digital communication 

local teamwork global teamwork 

limited documentation,  
oral communication 

no clear space/time 
separation between 
information and material 
processes 

paper based documentation,  
paper based communication 

material and information 
processes separated in space and 
time 

digitised communication 
digitised documentation 

information sub-processes 
separated in time and 
space 

Drawing,  
Paper 

Digital model,  
Internet 


